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Passion!



Passion is an intense, driving, or 

overmastering feeling or conviction; it 

is produced by ardent love and 

affection.



If we are to have the òabundant lifeó 

we MUST have passion for Jesus, His 

cause and His people!



Passion is destroyed by

ÅPeople becoming drained because they are 

TOO busy with emails, text messages, social 

mediaand demands of life!

ÅSmart phones can be a blessing or a curse!



Problems arise

ÅThey begin to amplify their errors. 

ÅThey become supercritical of self and of course others.

ÅThey feel a terrible sense of loneliness.

ÅThey are drawn to the sensual.



Whatôs to be done? ïLearn from Elijah (1 Kgs. 18-19)

Challenge ïHow long do you halt between...



Whatôs to be done? ïLearn from Elijah (1 Kgs. 18-19

Challenge ïHow long do you halt between...

Choose two bullocks 



Whatôs to be done? ïLearn from Elijah (1 Kgs. 18-19

Challenge

Two bullocks

Call on your gods



Whatôs to be done?

Elijah prepares the 

altar



Whatôs to be done?

God sends fire



Whatôs to be done?

Elijah becomes 

scared and runs



What does God do?

ÅRestores his strength (1 Kgs. 19:4-8)

ÅRestores his confidence (1 Kgs. 19:14, 18)

ÅRenews his responsibilities(1 Kgs. 19:15-17)



Whatõs to be done?

ÅWe can learn from what Jesus said to His apostles (Mark 6:30-32)

ÅñAnd the apostles gathered themselves together unto 

Jesus, and told him all things, both what they had done, 

and what they had taught. 

ÅAnd he said unto them, Come ye yourselves apart into a 

desert place, and rest a while: for there were many 

coming and going, and they had no leisure so much as to 

eat. 

ÅAnd they departed into a desert place by ship privately. 



Whatõs to be done?

ÅWe can learn from Jesus (Mark 6:46)

ÅAnd when he had sent them away, he 

departed into a mountain to pray. 

ÅFrom Paul

ÅPhil 4:6-7; 11-13



Whatõs to be done?

We need to find a quiet place where we 

can rest, pray, reflect on what we have in 

Christ, and take our minds off of ourselves 

and upon God!


